Term 4 2016
PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
2016 has been a productive year. Some of the highlights:
•
•

•
•

Years 7 and 8 having their designated learning area with the same teacher for 50% of the
time – thanks, Matt!
Amplify: a case for change – being part of this international research hub and learning
more about our students’ needs and our capacity to remodel support for them – thanks
AISWA and Innovation Unit!
Duke of Edinburgh Bronze award being given to several of our students – thanks, Bec for
overseeing this!
Our inaugural “School Formal” held on Friday, 2 December – thanks to the student leaders,
Bec and Bronwyn who oversaw this!

2017 will be even better. Plans are well under way for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commencement of our Parents and Friends Committee
Our Communicare Academy Alumni
A whole school, timetabled Wellbeing programme
Full-time school psychologist
Remodelling of the Student Services area
Introduction of Certificate I Hospitality
Introduction of Certificate II Beauty

To our Year 12s and departing Year 11s, we’ve enjoyed having you as members of our school
and invite you to stay connected through the Alumni. We wish you every success! Everyone
else: have a refreshing holiday and we’ll see you back on Wednesday, 1st February at
8.30am for breakfast.
Gigi Thiele,
Principal

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES

CREATE CLASS EXCURSION TO THE PERTH MINT
Create class has been learning about Economics and Business
throughout Term Four and I am pleased to report that we have some
budding young entrepreneurs in the making. Plumbing, mechanics,
electrical and motorbike hire are just some of the examples of
businesses that the Create students hope to start up once completing
their schooling. It has been great to see the enthusiasm and ambition
from many of the students in this learning area.
An excursion to the Perth Mint provided a marvellous opportunity to
consolidate learning about the history of economics. Students were
able to learn about the history of gold and the Perth Mint, marvel at
the sight of a one tonne gold coin and finally watch a live gold pour
which was really interesting. The students were very much engaged
during the whole excursion and they must be congratulated for their
exemplary behaviour. Years 7 & 8 did the Communicare Academy
proud!
It has been a long year in Create class but I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the students for making the year a success.
It has been very satisfying to watch the students and the class as a
whole progress during the year. I wish you all a happy holiday and look
forward to next year, after a nice long, hopefully slow holiday!

TRADE
As Term Four comes to a close, it is a good time to reflect on the year
that has been.
2016 was a year of dramatic change in the Trade Room.
Firstly, there was a new Teacher.
Then there have been the dramatic changes to the Trade Room itself.
The construction of multiple work benches, the new storage areas
(which the students also built), the addition of the lathe, which has
given a new depth to the projects available for students to undertake.
The students have driven most of the changes this year, as mentioned
earlier, were responsible for much of the new construction we see
today in Trade. Congratulations to all the students who worked on
making the Trade room a real workshop. Well done.

And of course there was the Café. This was a major project in which
students, under the direction of Marty and Laura (our resident artist),
transformed the Café into what you see today.
Also, a big hats off to Marty, who assisted me throughout the year. His
expertise and knowledge were invaluable and only added to the quality
of learning. Thank you and well done.
But what of 2017…..?
2017 is promising to be another big year in Trade. I would like to
enlarge the business aspect of Trade, making and selling furniture to
the general public.
But of course the basics will stay the same. Students will be designing
and making personal projects, items they will have for years to come,
and will look at and think to themselves:
“I made this in Trade”.

COOKING
This term our Communicare Academy kitchen has been a hive of activity. Cooking is something that is enjoyed by all of our students. If by chance
they do not like what they have cooked the students are happy to share their results with both staff and other classmates at recess or lunch. And
yes it’s true that some staff even prowl around the kitchen during cooking classes to see if they can assist with taste testing.
Eggs benedict, Hummingbird cake and rice paper rolls are just some of our tasty creations so far with our fruit scones being not so popular -but
at least we know never to use that recipe again, we can’t get it right all of the time !
Our recipes come from Food and Technology text books but we are also happy to use recipes from other sources. So if you have a favourite
recipe that is popular at your house please feel free to send it along to school and we can share it with our students. We produce a recipe book
each term so you could become a tiny bit famous.

PARKING AT THE COMMUNICARE ACADEMY
When visiting the Communicare Academy parking is available along the side of building on the left hand side of the
driveway or along Moore Steet. Please be mindful that parking is not permitted at Kenwick Veterinary Hospital.
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THE RITE JOURNEY - GIRLS
The TRJ Girls’ program has reached its conclusion with each girl
having learnt something new, developed different skills, established
friendships and completed personal challenges. These students
started the year feeling hesitant and lacking confidence about the tasks
that lay ahead. They were also unsure of the people they were sharing
this journey with. It was unfamiliar and it was clear that the content
of this program was going to involve students sharing their thoughts,
feelings and fears and therefore becoming vulnerable. Each girl has
stood up and taken on the challenges given to them. Students have
participated in a variety of tasks and activities, engaged in discussions
and debates, shared their personal stories, faced fears, completed
challenges and all whilst respecting the feelings and thoughts of their
peers in the group.

The TRJ Girls staff are incredibly proud of this group of girls for their
efforts throughout the year. We were happy to honour their hard work
with a number of excursions throughout Term Four. Students had the
opportunity to have fun and burn some energy in Bounce Cannington
and share some quiet time whilst watching a movie at Hoyts Cinema
bean bag screen. We also were able to treat a small group who
completed all ten TRJ challenges by organising a special lunch to truly
reward the incredible efforts they have displayed.
This year has been a unique experience for both staff and students
and we hope that it becomes a memorable milestone in our students’
journey through life. Congratulations to our beautiful and brave women
of The Rite Journey Girls 2016.

THE RITE JOURNEY - BOYS
This term we have been to Shalom House which is a drug and alcohol rehabilitation
centre for men in the Swan Valley. Our boys were very surprised and had a good
experience of the day. The boys were shown around the house that the men live in
and were very surprised to find out that the men who are in rehab are not allowed to
smoke, swear or fight at all whilst they are in rehab and they are only allowed to listen
to Christian music whilst they are there as well.
The boys played a game of soccer which was facilitated by Christian, who is a former
professional body builder and Mr Australia, and Daniel, who is a former professional
MMA (mixed martial arts) fighter and 4 time Australian champion. The boys then came
in and sat down and listened to Christian and Daniel’s testimonial, explaining why
they were there. All of the boys listened intently and seemed to get a lot out of it.
Our next excursion was to the Swan Valley Adventure Centre where we participated
in a search and rescue mission activity. The boys had to work in two small groups, and
really tested their ability to work together to find the lifesaving antidote to complete the
mission. The boys had a fantastic, yet challenging, time whilst at the adventure centre
and they came away with loads of new strategies on how to work better as a team and
new stories to share, and also a closer bond as a brotherhood.

END OF YEAR PRESENTATION CEREMONY
The end of year Presentation Ceremony for school is Thursday, 15 December. This is the final day for students.
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Meet a
Staff Member
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER:
REBEKAH JENNER

Where were you born?

What did you do after high school?

I was born in Attadale, WA on the 21st of May 1989. I grew up in
Mandurah with mum and dad and three other siblings, two of whom
are married. They are, in order of age, Luke, Elizabeth, then me, then
Timothy. My sister has a one year old, Judah, so I am a proud aunty.

I didn’t exactly know what to do with my life. I went to Bible College for
six months and then left. After that, I worked as a Physical Education
teacher’s assistant at a school in Mandurah. I mostly helped supervise
students at the beach, but sometimes the teacher asked me to take
classes, too. I was only 18! The head of Physical Education there
encouraged me to consider becoming a Physical Education teacher.

Where did you go to school?
I went to school at Frederick Irwin Anglican School in Mandurah,
where I went from Kindy to year 12, the school had really good Music
and Outdoor Education programs.

My favourite subjects were Physical Education,
Outdoor Education, Music, - all the things I
teach, and Woodwork. I liked the subjects
where I had really fun teachers, so that’s
what I try and do for you guys.
At school I hated ‘study skills’. I didn’t get it and nothing worked for
me; I had too much energy. I loved school, though. I didn’t like the
boring subjects like Maths and English, but you need those to be a
teacher, and for life.
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Because I hadn’t done TEE at school I had to figure out another way to
get into University. I did a bridging course, which should have been a
six month thing but ended up taking a year. The pass mark was 70%
for each subject and I only got 68% for biology, so I had to do it again.
I got into a Bachelor of Health and Physical Education with a minor
in Science and Outdoor Education (make sure you get all that – it
sounds real clever, hey?).
I found it difficult to focus at Uni and I had to repeat some units and
got in a bit of trouble. Midway through the degree I went to Sydney
to study music for a year to see whether that was a career option for
me, but then I came back and
eventually finished it.
Shortly after that I got this job.
I had to knock back some
other offers to take this job
(make sure you put that in).

Q&Atime
First job?

What challenges have you faced?

My first job was at a place called Mad Cow Creamery in Mandurah.
I served customers and made stuff. I rocked at it.

One of the biggest challenges I have faced is probably what would
do with my life. I was scared of failure, in fact I tried three different
degrees. I didn’t just do one and get it in four years, it took seven.

Who do you admire?
My dad. He is a very clever guy but he is all about the way you treat
people. I always talk to him about my day, the things I’ve been up to,
and he gives me wise advice. He has faced difficulties; he is a builder
and he has invented a product and he perseveres with it in the face of
problems…I could go on forever – he’s my dad, he’s the best!

What is your favourite subject to teach?
Volleyball. It is a really specific game where you need to execute
certain skills at certain moments. I love seeing students start to
understand what is required for a good rally and success.

I wanted to be able to journey with them for
a few years and a consistent person in their
lives. That’s why I went to Uni and became a
Health and Physical Education teacher.

What do you do in your spare time?
I am the music director at a church in Atwell and I spend a lot of my time
doing things related to that; I run teams and teach and train musicians
and singers. I also love shopping, going to the beach, spending times
with my friends and my family and I have a lot of long distance friends I
keep in touch with. So my life is quite full and busy, but great.
I like traveling very much. I have been to America, Canada, London,
Japan, The Philippines, Bali and Papua New Guinea, sometimes
holidaying, sometimes working. The places I love the most are the
ones where I have friendships with people who I love and cherish, so
my favourite place is a place in the United States where I have been
five times called Spokane, in Washington State, near Canada. I have
been there for a few weddings there. In fact I have been a bridesmaid
nine times! One day it’s going to be me and then the others can all be
my bridesmaids.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
This is a hard question because I don’t think that far in front of myself…
probably married with four children. They’re going to be really fun kids.
It’s going to be great.
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD
This year we have had students participating in the Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award. The
Duke of Edinburgh Award is an internationally recognised youth award which aims to develop
skills in leadership, initiative and teamwork.
This year we have two year 12 students, Katie and Chelsey, as well as one year 11 student,
Zach, complete their Bronze Level Award. This is a testament to their dedication and
perseverance in completing the goals they set out at the beginning of the year. We also have a
handful of younger students who aim to complete their award in early 2017.
This group has worked really hard this year volunteering outside of school, completing activities
during school hours and participating in our Adventurous Journey to Rottnest. At the end of
Term Three 10 students and 4 staff members made the journey to Rottnest to complete a
variety of adventurous and education activities over the course of three days. While there we
had the opportunity to cycle the island, jetty jump, swim with the fishes and learn all about the
island’s unique history. The Adventurous Journey offered students the chance to bond as a
group whilst participating in activities they wouldn’t usually have the opportunity to do. For most
students it was their first journey to Rottnest and for others even their first trip on a boat! We
would like to take the opportunity to thank the Duke of Edinburgh program for the grant funds
which allowed us to complete such a fantastic trip.

Reif, Steph and Bek enjoying the train ride to the Oliver
Hill Gun Tunnels.

www.dukeofedwa.org.au

Some of the group enjoying a swim.

Students and staff at Oliver Hill.

Katie and Chelsey on the jetty.

OUTDOOR EDUCATION
In the second last week of this Term, Outdoor Education students are heading to the Blackwood
River, Margret River for a 5-day expedition on water. We are excited to partner with Outdoor
Discoveries for the expedition. There has been a huge effort from students in the lead up and
each week are making more progress to being ready.
The expedition will consist of journeying from Sue’s Bridge to Chapman Pool which covers a
total distance of approximately 35km, moving from campsite to campsite each day. Aside from
the remarkably early mornings and extraordinarily large amount of effort required, students are
very much looking forward to this. Students have all developed fantastic interpersonal skills
and organisational skills this Term which will set them up for the expedition to come. I want to
commend all Outdoor Education students on their efforts and willingness to step out of their
comfort zones and take on such an enormous challenge.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This Term students have participated in a wide range of physical activities including volleyball, flag
belt rugby, football, indoor soccer and dodgeball, just to name a few. Students have contributed
with enthusiasm and have all grown in their ability to demonstrate positive sportsmanship to
one another. There is ever-growing research to prove the importance of physical activity for
young people, some of which assists in sharping focus and improving mood and memory. But
more than that, the communal experience of being on a team, learning to trust and depend
on others, accepting help and giving help, and working together towards a common goal is
found to be just as important as the exercise itself. In addition, commitment to a team and
doing something fun can also make it easier to establish a regular habit of exercise. Consistent
exercise is helping our students increase their self-esteem and confidence. Furthermore,
exercise can help to decrease symptoms of depression. Students who have regularly attended
and participated in activities have all benefitted physically and emotionally. I look forward to
working with our students next year and seeing them become all they can be, using physical
education as a vehicle for accomplishing this.
For more information: rjenner@communicare.wa.edu.au
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Practice meal in preparation for the expedition coming up,
burritos!

INDOOR BEACH VOLLEYBALL
Everything has CLICKED for our students learning volleyball this Term.
Students have been playing exceptional games of volleyball that has
resulted in either a win or a very close game. I am astounded at the
commitment students have developed towards this game and one
another. They are extremely encouraging of one another on and off the
court and are a fantastic example during in-school Volleyball classes.
Once again, a huge thank you to Darren from Canning Vale Indoor
Sports for including us in their program this Term. Our students have
thoroughly enjoyed the friendly competition each week and we greatly
appreciate the opportunity to be involved there.
A new program is set to launch next year where alumni students
will have their own competition as well as Communicare Academy
students. We are very much looking forward to continue working with
some of our parting Year 12’s in the competition to come.

Left to right – Chelsey, Ella, Coby and Bek

For more information: rjenner@communicare.wa.edu.au

WHITE RIBBON CORNER
As you may be aware the Communicare Academy is currently working
on becoming a White Ribbon School by engaging in the Breaking the
Silence Schools Program. Part of the program involves participating in
White Ribbon Day.

Or for assistance with Domestic Violence:

Previously we have attended the Silent March in the Perth CBD,
however this year we chose to attend the City of Armadale’s Silent
March. On Friday 25th November six students attended the Silent
March through the central part of the City of Armadale. After the March
students engaged with guest speakers and enjoyed lunch before
heading back to the Communicare Academy.

1800 RESPECT: www.1800respect.org.au or 1800 737 732

Women’s Domestic Violence Helpline: 1800 007 339
Men’s Domestic Violence Helpline: 1800 000 599

And for more information on Communicare Inc.’s Family Violence
Intervention Services visit www.communicare.org.au

Communicare Inc. is a strong advocate for victims of Domestic Violence
and operates a women’s refuge as well as Australia’s only residential
service for perpetrators of family voilence, providing intervention and
response with a core focus of increasing the safety of women and
children. Domestic Violence also affects 1 in 4 Australian students,
which is why Communicare is engaging with White Ribbon. From here
we have been invited to attend the Department for Child Protection
and Family Service’s White Ribbon event on Friday 9th of December.
Here one of our students and a staff member will address the audience
on our engagement with White Ribbon, which is a fantastic opportunity
to have youth voices heard.
In 2017 we are further integrating ‘healthy relationship’ education in our
Wellbeing Program and will continue to strive to achieve the outcomes
set out by the White Ribbon Breaking the Silence program.
Should you have any questions regarding the school’s involvement in
the program please contact Bec Morse at
rmorse@communicare.wa.edu.au or 6350 1872

Communicare Academy Students participating in the City of Armadale’s White Ribbon March

HAPPY HALLOWEEN
A large part of this term’s focus in beauty has
been creative makeup designs. The bar was
set very high for our students, to see who could
rise to the challenge and create a masterpiece.
The students were provided some special
effects makeup such as latex to work with and
as expected the students rose to the challenge
and created some frightening Halloween
makeup designs. The students should all feel
extremely proud of their efforts and creativity in
beauty class throughout the whole year.
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INAUGURAL SCHOOL FORMAL
For the first time on the evening of Friday December 2nd, our Communicare Academy students had the opportunity to experience every
secondary school students’ fondest memory – a school formal. The evening was an amazing event organised by the Student Leaders, with
over 50 guests donning masquerade masks as they walked the red carpet into the gymnasium and kicked up their heels on the dance floor to
dance the night away. Our Chair of the board offically opened the formal and may have also been seen on the dance floor!

Thank You Local Matters at Grill’d Carousel
The Communicare Academy would like to thank everyone who
dined at Grill’d Carousel in November and entered their token
into our jar to help raise funds for our 2017 Student Leaders
program. We came 2nd overall, garnering us a donation of $100.
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FOODBANK EXCURSION
Communicare Academy students were given the opportunity by
Foodbank WA to participate in a ‘Fun Food Adventure’ activity that
took place on Thursday 13th October. At no cost to the Communicare
Academy, thirty students were taken by bus to Foodbank WA (Perth
Airport) where they participated in a cooking session and prepared a
range of healthy recipes that was shared in a healthy lunch banquet.
There was also a hands on nutrition education activity and an
informative tour of the Foodbank warehouse and kitchen garden.
Nutritionists from Foodbank also educated students about the high
amounts of salt, sugar and fat contained in take away food. Students
enjoyed the excursion and were impressed by the size of the
mammoth warehouse. We would like to thank Foodbank for providing
our students with an informative and fun excursion which promoted
healthy eating.

STUDENT LEADERS 2016
Our Student Leaders have wrapped up 2016 with our first Communicare
Academy Formal. The Student Leadership Team worked hard to
organise a fantastic event for students and staff. Now we are looking
forward to 2017 and have some fantastic ideas for the new year. We
are still looking for students who would like to join the Leadership
Team, so if you are interested please talk to Laura, Bec or Gigi and
register your interest.
Another exciting outcome from 2016 has been our inclusion in Grill’d
Local Matters. The burger bar at Carousel included our Student
Leadership Team in their monthly donation competition. Customers are
given tokens after their purchase to place in one of three Local Matters
jars. As a result the Communicare Academy came second place and
were awarded $100 to put towards our Student Leadership program.
We are looking at using this money to put towards development days
in 2017.

Student Leader Zach doing his part to make sure we win!

WORKSHOPS BY THE HIP HOP ARTIST “TROOTH”
The hip hop artist Trooth has been working with senior students in a series of workshops conducted this Term. Trooth covered topics such as
respecting others, bullying and how to deal with life issues through creative expression. Students also explored the history of Hip Hop in relation
to today’s community, and style and originality through not being afraid to be yourself.
The sessions which were held once a week over five weeks allowed time for the students
to build a relationship with Trooth that fostered trust. When that trust was built it allowed
students to feel comfortable and to share personal stories that they would be too scared
to share in a normal class room setting. This then opened the door for acceptance and
healing to begin if needed.
Some students said of the workshops:
“Working with Trooth was an interesting experience. It felt like someone out there
understood what I was going through and could help”.
“It was fun and different and you wouldn’t expect something like that (the workshops) to
be in school.”
“Trooth was very educational. In the last session he was talking about ways to get our
emotions out. Like, songs and pictures can help us express our feelings”.

2017 TERM DATES
Term One
01 Feb 2017 – 07 Apr 2017

Term Two
26 Apr 2017 – 30 Jun 2017

Term Three
19 Jul 2017 – 22 Sep 2017

Term 4 2016

Term Four
10 Oct 2017 – 14 Dec 2017
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